Layer Caused an Anisotropic Terahertz Response of a 3D-printed Simulative Shale Core.
Energy demands have motivated the development of shale formations as significant unconventional reservoirs. The anisotropy of shales plays a significant role in both the mechanical behavior and engineering activities. Alternating layers presented in shales affect the propagation of waves, causing anisotropy at various frequencies. Simplifying the complicated interior structures of shales is conducive to characterize the anisotropic properties. Therefore, simulative shale core samples were designed and fabricated using additive manufacturing processes, and layer-caused dielectric anisotropy was investigated by terahertz (THz) time-domain spectroscopy. On the basis of effective medium theory, the change of the optical length caused by refraction of rays was discussed and modeled. It is believed that the refraction of rays at the interfaces is the source of THz propagation anisotropy in the multilayered structure, and the anisotropy degree is mainly influenced by the layer thickness as well as the refractive index.